
INO- 700+  Faster , Lighter, Better   

Cordless, Battery- Operated Robotic Pool Cleaner, Wall  
Climbing, 3- Motors for Strong Suction & Great Pool         
Coverage, Intelligent Scanning, Lightweight, Affordable,  
Extra-Large Filter Capacity.  Ideal for In- Ground Pools  
Up to 20 Ft. x 40 Ft x 8 Ft Deep. 

• Innovative Technology with Enduring Power.  This is our most 
advanced, Cordless Robotic Pool Cleaner with wall-climbing function, 
4-wheel drive system, and intelligent scanning, making this a top-class 
cleaner in every aspect.  High powered battery offers up to 90 minutes 
of non-stop cleaning after charging for only 7-8 hours.  No cable, 
therefore, no tangling.  This innovative automatic pool cleaner is 
designed for In- Ground pools up to 40 ft. in length. 

• Efficient Cleaning.  This upgraded pool cleaner is featured with 
dynamic dual scrubbing brushes & powerful triple-motors to provide 
strong suction that automatically brush, vacuum & microfilter dirt & 
debris from the pool's floor surfaces, walls and waterline without any 
hassle for a stunningly clean pool . Effective at cleaning pools of all 
shapes and sizes, even in the presence of corners, bends. 

• Unsurpassed Wall Climbing.  No need for installation, simply press 
the button, drop the cleaner into the pool and watch it do all the hard 
work. Excellent climbing abilities due to powerful suction and all- grip 
wheels. Featuring anti-rollover technology which prevents the cleaner 
from falling and turning upside down on the bottom of the pool. 

• Superior Navigation & Large Top-Loading Filter.  Automatically 
stops near the pool wall when the battery is low or completing a 
working cycle for easy retrieval. Large top load filter cartridges with 
superior filtering abilities that trap and capture microscopic dirt and 
debris for optimal cleaning. Max uses advanced Gyroscope guided 
coverage to ensure that your pool is spotless everywhere. 

• Built- Smart Functionality. The 700+ comes with a gyroscope, an 
accelerometer and triple motor mechanisms to deliver unsurpassed 
power and cleaning accuracy.  The 700+ scans and calculates your  
pool’s shape to determine the best speed, vacuuming cycle & for the 
best cleaning coverage.  The 700+ is backed by a 2-year limited 
warranty to guarantee quality and longevity. 

• Consumer APP. The 700+ comes with an intuitive APP for android and 
IOS phones.  It allows a consumer to personalize their cleaning 
program based on their pool type and shape. 


